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THE BACKGROUND STORY. In the ancient history of the Lands Between, the world was constantly beset
by Chaos, a destructive power that spawned monsters. The Gods tried their best to thwart Chaos, but
could not entirely succeed. Neither could the various peoples of the Lands Between, who wasted their

strength with futile conflicts. This world was already completely destroyed at the time of the Elden Ring
Cracked Version. The worlds of the setting and the lands that intersected there, the lands of the Lands

Between, were blasted apart, and, in their place, the worlds of the setting and the lands that intersected
there, the lands of the Lands Between, arose. The various peoples of those lands struggled with war in an
effort to stem Chaos and the encroaching darkness. Over time, they created countless sorts of weapons

and armor to combat monsters such as Vampires, Ghosts, Flame Giants, Dragons, and Gargoyles. Among
them, however, there was one sort of weapon and armor that was born, originally as a foolish item, a
useless item which defiled the nobility of the Lands Between. In the first year of the final chaos, a new

world arose, born of the fires of chaos. Like a flimsy flame, it burned impetuously, and made a mockery
of the valor of the peoples of the Lands Between. The people of the Lands Between were taken off guard
by its speed and strong power, and it was a fickle creature that dealt terrible wounds and caused chaos
to the old world. But even then, the people of the Lands Between survived, and became even stronger,

and began to rebuild what had been destroyed by the new world and the people of the setting. THE
HISTORY OF THE SETTING. In the far west of the Lands Between, in a land where the land was rampant

with lush greenery, there once lived a self-taught holy man named Lurgy. Having no desire to leave
behind the peace, he used his power, which lay within himself, to leave the world and continue on his
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journey. A dazzling rain of colors fell on the westerners. Amidst that rain, as if emerging out of it, a pillar
of light rose into the sky, which the holy man named Lurgy had left behind. It made a covenant with the
world that was vast and lovely, and now it is named the Cracked Elden Ring With Keygen. In those days,

the holy man named Lurgy passed away. In order to preserve his words
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